FRUIT FLY TRAP

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

1. Open trap and set bottom cup on a flat surface.

2. Cut open top of one attractant tube and carefully empty liquid into cup. The other tube can be saved for later use.

3. Replace top, firmly pressing down to ensure a tight fit.

4. After 15 days, rinse trap and refill with another attractant tube.

PLACEMENT

- Place trap on a counter, table, windowsill or other stable surface near the fruit fly problem.
- If using two traps, space them at least 6 ft. apart.
- Fruit flies can breed in pantries, kitchen trash, sinks, garbage disposals and compost bins – wherever fruits, vegetables and food scraps are present. All of these are good locations for the trap.

Storage/Disposal: Store unused attractant in the original container (tube) in a cool, dry place. Do not reuse empty attractant container. Place container in trash when empty.

Keep Out of Reach of Children.

CAUTION: May cause eye and skin irritation. Keep away from eyes and skin. Wash hands after handling product. Buyer assumes all risks of use not in accordance with product’s intended use, instructions and cautions.